By Larry Wise

Increasing Accuracy
I
’m sure you’ve noticed how many different models of
bow there are on the market these days. There’s a reason
for that; there are lots of different people shooting bows
and they all have their own needs and wants. As a dealer
interested in helping your customers achieve good accuracy,
you have to be prepared to assess those “needs” and separate them from the “wants” when a customer comes into
your shop to buy a bow.
You need to realize that having a bow design that matches a person’s needs is necessary for that person to achieve
consistent accuracy. Notice I said “needs” and not “wants.” I
want to shoot the bows that the young guys are shooting in
a false hope that I could get the speed they are getting but
my body can’t do that anymore. So I have adjusted to what
my body can do – I have adjusted my thinking to my needs.
You as a dealer must do the same for your customers. You’ll
have to recommend low brace height bows to get speed,
deflex bow handles for those who want/need more accuracy
and more aiming stability and long axle-to-axle bows for the
taller shooters. And when you do, your customers will get
more consistency and more accuracy and that’s what we all
want. That’s what bowhunters need!

ASSESSING THE SHOOTER

“Customer needs” means some of those “old” guys and
gals will have to be told what they don’t want to hear: “You’ll
get better results with this softer cam”. Some will actually listen to you while others will not overcome their high testosterone levels and stick with the harder and faster cam setup.
It’s not always an easy sell.
You’ll have to steer others away from the short bows to a
longer axle-to-axle model. Tall guys need the longer 31 and
32 inch draw lengths that are only attainable with the longer
36 and 38 inch axle-to-axle models.
Of course, you have plenty of younger customers that
also need some guidance. For them, you must consider
models that are easy to adjust to their growing draw lengths
and increasing draw weight needs.
Consider the following categories in making your best
recommendation for customers’ needs:
Eye Dominance
Height
Strength
Hand Size
Physical Challenges
Age
Shooting Purpose
Desired Practice Time
Arrow Speed
You can base your recommendations on how they fit
into these categories. To that end, I have the following guides
and recommendations.

Slowly swinging outstretched arms together in front of you until
your hands cover your face as shown will indicate your dominant
eye to the person looking at you. My friend in this picture is lefteye dominant. You’ll shoot more consistently through time by
aiming with this eye and matching the bow to that side regardless
of which is your dominant hand and arm. For example, if you’re
left-handed but right-eye dominant, you have an advantage of
shooting right-handed and being able to hold the bow with your
dominant left hand.

EYE DOMINANCE: Aiming is really important to shooting success. Since one of your eyes controls your vision, that
aiming eye must be assessed before an archer chooses a particular type of bow. If a person is left eye dominant, then he
or she should be shooting a left-handed bow, unless some
other physical challenge prevents that from happening.
There are several methods that can be easily used to
check a shooter’s dominant eye. I prefer to stand a short distance from him or her, maybe 10 feet and have them extend
the arms horizontally toward me with the palms facing me.
Then, while he or she uses my nose as a visual reference, I
ask him or her to slowly bring the arms and hands together
surrounding this target with a small quarter-size opening
between the thumbs and fingers. What I see as the palms
block out the face is the dominant eye.
If the shooter has never shot a bow before, its easy
to start them on the bow matching the dominant eye: a
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shooter in the long term would
be to switch bow hands but
it remains his or her decision.
Just be sure to explain the benefits of aiming with the dominant eye and having both eyes
open and deal the best you can
with his or her choice.
SHOOTER HEIGHT and
BOW LENGTH: I’m tall, 6 feet
2 inches, so I have a rather long
31 inch draw length. That would
be about 29-1/4 true draw measured from the grip pressure
point to the nocking point on
the drawn string. I often have
tall students come to me with
Drawing the bow far enough to get your drawing forearm in line with the arrow at full draw is the bows that are set at 28 or 29
inches and immediately know
best indicator that your bow is set at the right draw length. This position will place your drawing
shoulder and shoulder blade in the optimum position for using back muscles to hold the bow and
that we’ll have to increase that
to generate a consistent release.
setting to get them into the
proper full-draw-position.
Proper full draw position means the bow arm must be
left-handed bow for left-eye dominance and a right-handed
bow for right-eye dominance. Starting properly according to unbent and the drawing forearm must be in line behind the
eye dominance will pay accuracy and consistency dividends arrow; it’s easiest to hold the bow’s force when the holding
in the long term regardless of which hand is dominant – arm is positioned in direct opposition to that force. This posimuscle and hand coordination can be trained with proper tion must be established and the bow made to fit the archer.
practice. Just think of the advantage if he or she is right- After that, measure the distance between the nocking point
handed and left-eye dominant; he or she gets to hold the to the rest mounting hole, then add 1-3/4 inches to learn the
corresponding advertised draw length. Don’t devise some
bow with his or her right and dominant arm!
If he or she has already been shooting for a while using measurement first and make the archer fit into it – we don’t
the non-dominant eye for aiming, then the situation is a bit do that with our shoes and we shouldn’t do it with our bows.
more difficult. Now, he or she faces the serious situation Make the bow fit the archer, then measure the bow.
I also have many shorter students come with bows set
of switching bow hands, blocking the dominant eye with
a patch or closing too long for them; we need to get the tall and short together
the dominant eye. and swap bows sometimes.
My friends that are 6 feet 2 inches and taller have a
The best for the
dilemma. Some of the best
bows on the market today
don’t accommodate their longer draw needs. For instance,
they may be attracted to the
new PSE Evo Max, which is
super fast and highly accurate
but it only provides a maximum of 30 inches of draw
length. If they have 32 inch
draw lengths, they’ll have to
find a different model, like
the Vendetta or the Freak
Max, to get 32 or 33 inches of
draw length.
Be aware that a short bow will generate a sharp
string angle when fully drawn. This angle will require
Shooting a short, 30 to
the peep sight to be pushed higher up the string to be 33 inch axle-to-axle bow on
in front of the eye and therefore farther from the eye.
its longest setting also creates
On this 34.5 inch axle-to-axle bow, the string angle
a small acute string angle at
with the arrow is about 40 degrees. It will be even
the nocking point. This is not
smaller on the shorter bows.
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necessarily a disadvantage for accuracy because all of these bows shoot very well
but it is a detriment to peep placement. The smaller the string angle at full draw,
the further the peep is from the shooter’s eye and that’s a bit frustrating when
you’re trying to keep your head in a proper upright position or find a big buck in
the evening light. I’m sure you realize here that the more accurate solution for tall
archers is to look at a 37 or 38 inch bow so that the draw lengths can be accommodated without having that small acute string angle at the nock. That means the
tall guy can have a peep close to his eye while keeping his head in proper position
– this is the more accurate way to go and that’s the main reason I’m getting a new
38 inch PSE Freak for this hunting season.
Archers who are under 6 feet tall will fit naturally into a 26 to 30 inch draw
length, so all of these 32 and 33 inch axle-to-axle bows will be good matches. They
will also get great accuracy with them using common tuning procedures.
What about the shorter youth archers and women? If these very important
customers don’t match up well with one of the top advertised models, then you
can guide them to smaller models designed specifically for archers of their size.
They may resist this move, so you’ll have to educate them about the importance
of using proper posture and learning to shoot correctly before shooting high
speed or high peak weight. Learning and using good shooting form should always
come first.
The major bow manufacturers make bows to fit smaller-than-average archers
of all ages and their shorter draw lengths. Alpine, for instance, makes the Ruckus
(22–28 inches) and the Rookie (17-23 inches), which fit the shorter-draw archers.
The Diamond by Bowtech features the Infinite Edge (13–30 inches); Bear offers
the Outbreak (16–30 inches), the Siren (22–27 inches) and the Home Wrecker
(22–28 inches) and PSE has the Stinger (25.5-30.5 inches), the Rally (18–31 inches) and the Chaos One (24–29 inches). Matt McPherson designed the Mission
Menace (17–30) and the Prestige (22–29). The best feature of these bows is the
adjustable draw length. Be aware, however, that some of these have low brace
height, reflex handles that give more arrow speed but require good bow hand
form to get consistent accuracy. That’s a fair trade-off to get into a bow that fits
and is adjustable.
SPEED AND BRACE HEIGHT: Lower the brace height of a bow and you have
the potential to get a faster arrow. The closer the string is to the bow handle when
you start drawing, the further you have to draw the string to get to your full draw
position; your bow has a longer draw stroke. Then, on the forward power stroke,
the arrow is propelled for that same longer distance, allowing for more energy
transfer from the bow to the arrow.
In the past, manufacturers have tried brace heights as
low as 5 and 6 inches. Brace
heights this low, however,
can result in string slap on
the bow hand wrist, so most
bow companies maintain a
minimum brace height of 7
inches. That means an archer
drawing a 30 inch AMO bow,
one measuring 28.25 inches
behind the grip pivot, would
A reflex handle like this one will have a brace height get (28.5 – 7) or 21.5 inches
of about 7 inches and generate a longer power stroke of power stroke. Compare
than a deflex handle. That means the nock will stay
that to a 9 inch brace height
on the string for a longer distance, receive more
bow with only 19.5 inches of
energy from the bow limbs and hopefully have more
power stroke. Every inch of
speed. The trade-off comes in aiming stability when
power stroke accounts for
the grip pivot point is between the limb pivots and
about 10 feet per second (fps)
the bowstring.
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Maintaining eye contact with the target while raising the bow
is essential to maintaining head and body posture during the
draw. Having to raise the bow high in order to draw it indicates an
excessive amount of draw weight, so turn it down a few pounds.
Drawing with the bow at target height also allows the bow to
press into the bow hand at that shooting level, increasing consistency.

of arrow speed so 2 inches are significant.
Speed comes with a price, however. Curving the “reflex”
handle toward the archer makes a shorter brace height but
places the bow hand pivot point in a more unstable geometric position for the purpose of aiming. The grip pivot is now
between the archer and the limb-pivot (where the limbs
meet the riser end) points, requiring the archer to “push”
those limb pivots toward the target. The deflex handle allows
the archer to “pull” the limb pivots toward the target. So the
trade-off for more speed is less aiming stability.
This doesn’t mean that the bow is less accurate. It
means that to get both accuracy and speed at the same
time, you must practice the highly critical “bow hand placement” skill and
become proficient
in it. Most archers
are not so good at
bow hand skills,
so they should be
guided to a more
straight-line bow
handle
design
until they become
more skilled and
consistent. In fact,
99 percent of all
the archers I have
coached
had
The ONLY U.S. Official Manufacturer
flawed bow hands
For Information Contact,
in some way; it’s
mlpress1@aol.com
a very common
www.mapleleafpress.com
problem and must
Phone 616-846-8844
be a consideration
Fax 616-846-6408
when fitting a bow
1215 S. Beechtree Street, Grand Haven, MI 49417
to a customer.
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How long a bow stays at peak weight determines how difficult
it feels to draw. To achieve high arrow speeds, a bow must store
more energy and that’s accomplished by keeping the peak weight
high for a long distance like in the top curve shown. The lower and
more rounded curve stores less energy and generates less arrow
speed but is easier to draw and as an old guy, my shoulders like
this better.

STRENGTH, PEAK WEIGHT AND CAM STYLE: This
category separates the men from the boys - and the girls and the old men! And, yes, I know where I fit in here; I’ve
entered the “old men” category but I’m comfortable with
that and know how to deal with it. Too many guys won’t
admit their real status and that places a burden on the dealer
when it comes time to fit them into new bows; it’s just like
you’re a doctor prescribing a remedy for sore shoulders.
So how do you know what is the right peak weight for
your size and strength? That’s a very important question and
one that must be answered before buying a bow. At least,
it’s important if you want your customer to shoot well while
learning, to perform consistently in the long term and to
hunt effectively.
Most students that attend my shooting schools or come
for private coaching are drawing more peak weight than
they should. First and foremost, they must be able to draw
the bow properly and secondly, they must be able to draw
the bow often to get the practice they need to be consistent.
In most cases, fighting the bow to get it to full draw distorts
body position and prevents biomechanical efficiency.
Good shooting form requires that the archer be able
to set his body posture erect, extend his bow arm, raise the
bow so the sight is slightly above the target center and then
draw the bow straight back at that level. All the while, he
or she must maintain eye contact with the target (like the
golfer who must maintain eye contact with the ball through
his back swing and power stroke). Failing to maintain eye
contact will result in faltering accuracy and low-level consistency.
The solution for most archers is to turn the draw weight
down until they can draw the bow straight back while looking at the target. Practice good form first to get consistent
and then gradually turn the draw weight up to get ready for
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A wide wooden grip (top) is better suited to a bigger hand but
even then it promotes hand torque. I’ve never been able to get
the hand placement I like with wide rounded grips. The narrow
grip is better designed to accommodate my index knuckle and
transfer less torque to the handle.

hunting season. We should be helping archers build and
protect their forms so they can save their bodies. You can
reason this way: it’s more important to hit a pass-throughthe-lung-shot every time than it is to try to “crush bone.”
Crushing bone and shooting deer at 50 yards is for guns and
bullets; archers have to hit the lungs where the broadhead
can do its intended “cutting” job! And archers have to do that
at close range, less than 30 yards.
Yeah, I know most guys come to your shop looking for
a 60-70 pound bow and won’t listen to you when you try to
get them into 50-60 pound
models that are matched
to their physical abilities.
You’ll have to do your best
to get through that wall of
testosterone – women and
kids seem to listen better,
don’t they?
CAM DESIGN: Cam
design is another bowfitting issue for dealers.
Understanding the forcedraw curve of a bow helps
us understand what’s
required from our bodies
when we draw a bow. I
know some bow manufacturers have printed these
curves in their catalogs in
the past but not many do
so now. If I got my wish,
every bow catalog would
have the force-draw curve
printed for each cam
offered. I think the general

archery public is educated enough to understand the basics
of such a curve and, with a little guidance from their dealer,
could make better choices regarding what bows fit their
abilities.
The peak weight is the same for both curves shown on
page 54. The difference is where this peak weight occurs
and how long the weight dwells at peak. My body can
handle the lower curve better.
Really fast arrows are great for most shooters but not
for all. What about those women (or old guys) who don’t have
the arm and shoulder strength to draw a bow that holds peak
weight for 7 or 8 inches? I see women on the hunting shows
that have difficulty drawing their hunting bows and sacrifice
shooting form and
give up accuracy
to get a fast arrow.
Form and accuracy should always
be the top priority.
The difficult
task that all dealers face is getting
customers who
should be shooting a softer cam
to do it. Try this
line of reasoning
with those who
are resistant to
change. Richard
Petty won the
Daytona 500 seven
times, was the best

To correctly place your bow hand onto the grip section of the bow, you should orient your knuckles to a
45 degree angle. The tape strip shows the correct hand
area that should be placed on the bow grip section.
Your fingers should be relaxed and only the thumb pad
should be in contact with the bow. This position enables
the radius bone in your forearm to resist the force of the
bow. Note also that the index knuckle is higher than the
thumb on the properly placed bow hand.
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Many bows have an arrow shelf that protrudes into the space
where the index knuckle should be (right-hand bow on left). To
shoot this bow, I removed the “wing” assembly so my knuckle
would not press against it and generate torque into the grip section. The left-hand bow (right in the photo above) is designed well
and allows the index knuckle space to be in the proper position.

Some grips have protrusions that interfere with proper bow
hand placement. Use your belt sander to reshape your wooden
bow grip so it fits your hand and allows it to fit the bow properly.
Do not sand the riser itself, as you may weaken it.

for years but what’s he driving now? You can be sure it ain’t
NASCAR. I’m sure he’s still driving some kind of race car but
it’s not nearly as fast.

have small hands to a bow with a self-grip. In other words,
the grip is the metal bow handle itself. This is the way most
of the pros shoot because of their desire to minimize hand
torque. If your customer intends to hunt, then wrap the
handle with tennis grip tape.

HAND SIZE: Getting good results from a bow requires
proper bow hand position on the grip section. A small hand
on a wide wooden bow grip is a poor match and will cause
unwanted torque transfer to the handle. Consideration must
be given to bow grip size and design when selecting a new
bow.
When placing the hand on a compound bow grip section, the knuckles should be at a 45 degree angle to the
handle. This bow hand position rolls the forearm out from
in front of the bowstring and places only the thumb pad on
the grip section of the bow. This is the best way to eliminate
torque between the hand and the bow grip.
If you make a “stop sign” with your bow hand and relax
your fingers, you’ll notice that your index knuckle is higher
than your thumb knuckle. A bow grip should accommodate
this anatomy feature but some don’t; any arrow shelf that
protrudes over your index knuckle will interfere with good
bow hand placement. As a dealer, you’ll have to be mindful
of how large hands with big knuckles fit into the grip sections of the bows you sell. I like the grip section of the new
PSE Vendetta. My hand fits well in the position I described
above, allowing very little torque transfer to the handle. I
can cover it with tennis grip tape for cold weather hunting
so it is warm to touch.
Wooden slip-on grips can be modified easily to fit big
hands. I’ve done some of that with my belt sander over the
years to get a good fit for my students. You have to have
proper bow hand placement. If you mess up the wooden
grip, you can always get a replacement, so do what it takes
to make space for the index knuckle and a flat spot for the
thumb pad.
You may find it necessary to guide your customers who

INTENDED PURPOSE: You already know that one of
the most important questions you can ask your customer is
“What are you going to do with this bow?” The usual choices
are hunting, 3-D, target shooting or simple recreation.
Knowing the answer to this question is essential, I think, to
determining price point, draw weight and handle style.
Hunting and 3-D require more arrow speed to get the
job done. I hunt with about 55 pounds of draw weight but
shoot targets with only 40 pounds. Quite a few guys come
to me with their 60-70 pound bows and struggle to get the
weight back at 60 pounds. They’d be better off starting their
summer practice at 50 pounds and working up to the 60
pound peak draw weight setting for hunting season. As
mentioned before, you’ll have to counsel these guys and gals
when they come into your shop and want more weight than
they can handle. Accuracy and a bow they can shoot comfortably (and more often) should be top priority.
Youth and women hunters need to shoot at least 40
pounds for hunting. This weight will generate enough arrow
speed and kinetic energy to kill game animals within 20
yards. At 12, my own son took a nice eight-pointer with 40
pounds. He worked hard to build up to 40 pounds but it paid
off with a clean kill. Many of the smaller bows mentioned
earlier will adjust to this minimum hunting benchmark and
that should be a priority when fitting young bow hunters.
3-D archery aspirations tend to push archers up the
poundage scale and that often leads 10 pounds too high.
You can guide those who want the extra speed for 3-D to a
reflex handle with the lower 7 inch brace height and a lighter
weight arrow so they can get the speed without the higher
peak weight.
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At the 2013 ATA Show, Dave
Cousins (in white) was eager to
show everyone the new Prime
One 40 inch long target bow.
Cousins is proud of this highaccuracy bow because he was
an integral part of its design. I
can appreciate that effort, as I
was able to contribute to some
bow designing back in my Xi
Compound Bows days.

The Penn State University archery club members know the value
of good practice. The competition squad that Ron Ayers and I
coach takes time from studies each week to keep shooting skills
sharp and equipment well maintained. Staying with a regular
practice schedule is the only way to build and keep good shooting
form.

Those customers coming to you for their target shooting needs will be looking for a straight-line or deflex handle
design. Speed is nice for target shooting but aiming must be
top priority. The top target bows right now are all about 40
inches axle-to-axle, with 8 inches of brace height. The newest tournament bows at the ATA Show
last January were the Hoyt Pro Comp
Elite, the PSE Dominator Max and
the Prime One and they all combined
long axle-to-axle length with generous
brace height.

the most accurate bows for
them. I’ll keep writing about
it, you keep fitting archers
with the bows they need and
together, we can help more
archers shoot better.
Keep well, shoot straight.
Larry
Editor’s Note: Larry Wise is available to conduct one
and two day CoreArchery Academies on shooting form.
Reach him by email at larry@larrywise.com or call him at
(717) 436-9168. Larry has a DVD title: “Core Archery Back
Tension: Defined and Demonstrated.” The DVD is available
at www.larrywise.com for $19.95. Check out past articles
by Larry Wise at the twin web sites of ArrowTrade. Use
arrowtrademag.com for high speed connections or see
arrowtrademagazine.com for PDF downloads of articles.

PRACTICE TIME: To become proficient at shooting, you have to practice; everyone knows this. The problem
is, many can’t practice for any significant length of time with the bows they
have chosen. All too often, they have a
bow that is too short or too long in draw
length for them, is too high in weight
or has a force-draw curve too radical
for their bodies to withstand for many
shots.
As a shop owner, you have to
counsel your customers into the proper
setup that allows them to shoot a sufficient number of practice arrows. I
know this is a difficult job in view of the
marketing bow companies do about
their newest and fastest bows. Perhaps
they should be a little more responsible
in that regard and advertise more of
the bows that fit the other segments of
the population. In the meantime, we
must all do our part to get people into
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